1998 chevy truck

Andrew answered 6 years ago. Alice Jean answered 4 years ago. I have a Chevy C 1 ton
extended cab, c. I mainly am not happy with the interior, especially the instrument panel, but
there are other things that need fixed on the one it has. The ceiling leaks some where, the cloth
is coming down from the ceiling, the rear window have came off, and they don't have hinges,
just metal brackets that the glass was glued to. I don't care for the old bench seats, some of the
seat belts don't work properly, and the driver's side corner panel is rusted fairly bad, just to
name the main concerns. Any information you could give me would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you. The front rotors and ceramic brakes like Evertthing I bought for my truck is top of
the line. Front brakes and rotors have like miles. Two day old alternator brand new like
everything. GuruDP3QL answered 3 years ago. Kylar answered 3 years ago. GuruZYCB6
answered 3 years ago. Would it fit my truck. Guru59C6L answered 3 years ago. Brandon
answered 3 years ago. I have a GMC for parts. The parts are for a Tahoe and a Suburban. All
three are two wheel drive. Rorge answered 2 years ago. SteveFuller answered 2 years ago.
GuruT5TKQ answered 2 years ago. GuruTKMD3 answered 2 years ago. GuruTRM3Q answered 2
years ago. Can a front windshield from on into an My truck was. Totaled just after putting it in. I
have a , would a earlier year for example, or so bed fit on my truck? Sean answered 2 years ago.
Jesus4u7 answered 2 years ago. GuruX8SWM answered 2 years ago. JonJohn answered 2
years ago. I always refer to the Haynes manuals as the range is typically located on the cover.
Has worked for me every time. GuruBQ7P4 answered 2 years ago. Dominic answered 2 years
ago. Rich1p answered 2 years ago. GuruB3V6Q answered 2 years ago. GuruCQD32 answered
about a year ago. GuruCRPX2 answered about a year ago. GuruC3YPH answered about a year
ago. Will brake rotors off a gmc sierra interchange with 94 silverado k GuruN5B9H answered
about a year ago. Will a Chevrolet series truck door fir a Chevrolet series truck. Guru8KLTD
answered about a year ago. Guru82BT5 answered about a year ago. Guru94BYKJ answered 5
months ago. I have a chevy truck C in need of a driver door will a door off a C fit. Guru94NH59
answered 5 months ago. I have a friend who has a Chevy standard cab. Will its parts fit my
Chevy standard cab? The parts i would like to use if possible are the steering wheel column, the
fuel tank a What year doors will fit on a Silverado 3 door four wheel drive. I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Are body parts interchangeable from to chevy truck? Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Sell Your Car Yourself
With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Bought this truck and I absolutely love it and working with the
friendly staff to get it! I am so pleased of the service that they gave to me , it is one stop
shopping. They sent me a message that truck was pending sale and they sent me a message
saying it was sold. They do reply fast, but didn't send the pictures I requested, also the actual
millage of the suv is "around" , not 16, We decided on purchasing another vehicle after we
arrived. Our agent was very polite and knowledgeable on all the vehicles he presented to us. We
wouldn't hesitate dealing here again if we were looking at a vehicle in their inventory. Pulled
into the parking lot and immediately the salesman was at my door. We didn't even have time to
exit my SUV. The salesman was very pushy and rude. We chose to do business with another
dealership. Drew is doing a great job!!! The XT6 that I inquired about, he gave a great
explanation of. I am still trying to decide what to get. I drove 6 hours to buy a CT6. Once I
arrived, the staff meet me with open arms, and made me feel like they appreciated my business.
The truck that I wanted was at a body shop and they said that I would have to wait till they got
finished with before I could buy it. Heide was quick to respond and answered my questions and
made sure I was satisfied. Good experience. Honest and straightforward. Very quick to respond.
Extremely helpful and accommodating. Did not answer questions ,except 1. I was going to have
to fly out to pick up, but since sales person did not know much on vehicle. Oem tow package
,decided not to. Dane was friendly, knowledgeable and helpful. When I do decided to buy I will
make the 2 hours trip again. The lady called me she talk to me I'm trying to find a way down
there in order to look at the vehicle she is a very well spoken and very very well knowledge lady
I would do business with you anytime. We had such a great experience at Curry! Caleb was
amazing and we were in and out in an hour with our new suburban! They were prompt in
contacting me. They answered all of my questions, scheduled me a test drive. The vehicle was
very clean. Most of all, they where not pushy about buying. I was asked if I wanted to take the
car home for the night I would recommend this dealership as a five star!!! I contacted the dealer
through Car Gurus and it gave him a wrong zip code. The dealer replied and answered most of
my questions, saving me a mile trip. We are still considering the car Unfortunately it was not a

great experience. Dealer was late for appointment and forgot to give us the key after we drove
away for test drive. The car was dirty, no wiper fluid and we had a low fuel light come on during
drive. Not prepared. On a positive note the car was great. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Image Not Available. Request Information. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Private Seller:
Jordan. Youngstown, OH Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Why Use CarGurus? Advanced Search
Search Tips. Please wait Dave's Auto Wrecking. Search Advanced Search Search Tips. Rust
free truck bed fits Nissan hard body trucks. Years Comes with tailgate. Shipping is set for local
delivery only up to miles, all others must call first. This truck bed is from the south but dose
have some rust above the wheels. Underneath is very clean. Has spray in liner. Shipping price is
for miles only all others most call first. Truck bed is rust free from the south. Fits Ford F F or F
This bed has a large whole cut in the floor see photos. Shipping is set for local delivery only up
to miles all others must This is a good clean sourthen truck bed fits Ford trucks Has dual gas
tanks. Call for shipping price. Rust free truck bed from south, fits chevy and GMC pickups. Has
dent on RT side see photo. Others available call with needs. Shipping set for local delivery only
all others call first. Used truck bed from the south. Fits Chevy truck , , years Has a few small
dents but rust free from the south. Shipping set for local delivery only all other call first. Rust
free truck bed from the south. This Chevy bed fits , , , with the 8 foot bed. Years trucks. This one
comes with gate and is in very nice shape as seen in photos. Shipping set for local Southern
rust free. Fits , , series pickup trucks. Bed is good shape, may have small dents, see photos.
Shipping is set for local delivery only, all others must call first. This fits Chevy and GMC trucks ,
, With a short bed. Looks to be in great shape no big dents, maybe a few small ones. Shipping
set for local delivery only all others Nice rust free truck bed in from the south. This bed fits
Chevy and GMC trucks. Short bed is 6. This may have a few small dents but rust free. Nice rust
free southern truck bed. Fits Chevy and GMC short bed pickups. Shipping is set for miles all
others please call first. Fits chevy Chevy , , Shipping is set for local delivery only all others call
first. Nice rust free truck bed short fits Chevy and GMC trucks , , , years Shipping set for miles
all others please call first. Nice clean Chevy short bed fits , , pickups. Rust free truck bed, has
dent in top rail on the left side. Fiberglass side panels are broken and beat up. This bed is
priced with the gate. Current Top Sellers 1. Add To Cart. New Products. A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service

History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

